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Is this answer helpful?

Liberal guilt is a perfectly natural phenomenon exclusive to 
homosexuals and Grungefags by which people feel guilty for 
being born and/or raised in more culturally, economically , 
socially or genetically favorable circumstances.

answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20090322042532AABaMmR
What is "liberal guilt"? | Yahoo Answers

Urban Dictionary: liberal guilt
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=liberal guilt
Liberal guilt unknown A feeling that liberals experience when they found out that their
fellow Democrats supported racism, homophobia and other prejudices. This leads to
fraudulent claims, race-baiting, censorship and more questionable activities.

White guilt - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_guilt
White guilt is the individual or collective guilt felt by some white people for harm resulting
from racist treatment of ethnic minorities by other white people both historically and
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from racist treatment of ethnic minorities by other white people both historically and
currently in the United States and to a lesser extent in Canada, South Africa and the
United Kingdom.

In Praise of Liberal Guilt - Slate Magazine
www.slate.com/.../2008/05/in_praise_of_liberal_guilt.html
May 22, 2008 · When did "liberal guilt" get such a bad reputation? You hear it all the
time now from people who sneeringly dismiss whites who support Obama's candidac ...

10 Ways White Liberals Perpetuate Racism | HuffPost
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/george-sachs-psyd/10-ways-white...
Sep 01, 2015 · Perhaps you agree with The Atlantic and think that college students are
just too uptight and politically correct. Most of The Atlantic readers are liberal White
Americans who are doing their part to make the world a â€¦

Liberal Guilt Comedy Show - eventbrite.com
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/liberal-guilt-comedy-show-tickets...
The Liberal Guilt Comedy Show is raising money to support Swing Left's mission to flip
the House of Representatives from red to blue and we have the perfect opportunity for
you to get involved: by throwing money at the problem.

Liberal guilt - Encyclopedia Dramatica
https://encyclopediadramatica.rs/Liberal_guilt
Liberal guilt is a perfectly natural phenomenon exclusive to homosexuals and Grungefags
by which people feel guilty for being born and/or raised in culturally, economically,
socially or genetically favorable circumstances.

Conservatives and "Liberal Guilt" - The Atlantic
https://www.theatlantic.com/.../conservatives-and-liberal-guilt/54103
But what's at issue in the debate over "liberal guilt" isn't whether Buckley should feel
guilty about what Buckley did; it's whether I, as a twentysomething conservative, should
feel guilty about what he did - and, more broadly, whether I, as a twentysomething white
American, should feel guilty about what white Americans used to do to black Americans.

White Privilege, Heterosexual Privilege, and Liberal Guilt
...
https://psychcentral.com/lib/white-privilege-heterosexual...
I had not realized they were all about liberal guilt. This turned me off to the Unitarian
church and I did not go back. Soon after, I discussed the concept of white privilege with a
good friend who is a woman and a minority.

Liberal guilt? Good for you | Theo Hobson | Opinion | â€¦
https://www.theguardian.com/.../2010/aug/29/liberal-guilt-good-for-you
Liberal guilt is one of the key factors in the ebb and flow of British politics. New Labour
was propelled by a wave of liberal guilt. As it ran aground, fat jocular Toryism was â€¦

Liberal Guilt - slate.com
www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/jurisprudence/2014/05/...
On Thursday, Oklahomaâ€™s attorney general agreed to an 180-day stay of execution
for Charles Warner, whose lethal injection was delayed last week after ...

White Liberal Guilt, Ignorance, and Nuanced Racism â€¦
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/harry-franquirivera-phd/white...
Aug 11, 2015 · Yeah, I said it, White liberals know jack about Puerto Rico, and they are a
quite racist too. So it is not surprising that the U.S. media that poses as...
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